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After a long wait the Monash node of CoEPP will 
finally move to its new home at the freshly renovated 
Senior Physics building on the Clayton campus. 

The completion of building improvements marks the 
end of four years of major construction works and 
CoEPP Monash researchers are looking forward to 
enjoying a permanent home for the first time. 

Since CoEPP’s inception, Monash node staff and 
students have occupied interim offices in different 
locations across the Clayton campus and were at 
one point dispersed across three separate buildings. 
The disruption has been for a good cause: with the 
Monash School of Physics expanding to become the 
School of Physics and Astronomy, and necessary 
upgrading of research and teaching facilities.

Staff and students are very excited to be moving to 
the new CoEPP space, which includes offices and a 
dedicated CoEPP teleconference and meeting room. 
The building also contains two new seminar rooms 
and will provide space to welcome the increasing 
number of visitors to CoEPP Monash. “It will be great 
to finally have a permanent space where the whole 
group is together, and where everyone can enjoy 
their own office space and concentrate on physics 
research. We hope to spend many productive years 
here”, says node Director, Associate Professor Csaba 
Balazs. 

The new address of CoEPP Monash is 10 
College Walk, Monash University, VIC 3800.
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stable beams since early in the year. A 
6-month long physics operation period 
this year will establish Run 2 at collision 
energy of 13 TeV, with high luminosity 
and high collision frequency (25nsec 
bunch spacing), with a goal of providing 
around 6-10 times more data than the 
curtailed 2015 period. This will be plenty 
to explore the potential anomaly glimpsed 
at 750GeV in the 2015 data, either 
despatching to the bin of 3-sigma Nobel 
Dreams or establishing a real discovery! 
Stay tuned. (Note added in proof: the 
hiccup caused by the unfortunate weasel 
– pine marten as corrected by Matt Dolan 
– has been overcome. The physics run 
has commenced!)

Our 2015 Centre Annual Report has 
been published. This very attractive 
document (thanks to Caroline and her 
team) contains detailed information of 

We started our 
year with the 
biggest ever 
CoEPP Workshop 
in Torquay 
Victoria. Over 150 
representatives 
from Australia 
and around the 
world participated 
this year. The 

week’s program of a two-day graduate 
school and two and half day workshop 
was appreciated by all and provided for 
much interaction in between the formal 
activities. The workshop marked CoEPP’s 
6th year which will no doubt be full of new 
challenges and excitement.

At CERN, the LHC has been quietly 
commencing to circulate bunches of 
particles around the ring with low-intensity 

FROM THE DIRECTOR

COEPP PERSONNEL UPDATES
ADELAIDE NODE 

Congratulations on promotion:
-Associate Professor Paul Jackson, 
effective 1 January, 2016.
- Associate Professor Ross Young, 
effective 1 January, 2016.
 
Welcomes: 
-Dr Jeremy Hack, commenced part-time 
employment on 29 January, 2016 as part 
of the CoEPP Computing Research Team, 
in replacement of Dr Shunde Zhang. 
 
Students: 
Honours: Paul Alvino, Josh Crilly, Jake 
Guscott, Riley Patrick 
Masters: Harry Poulter, Stephen Tronchin 
PhDs: Jason Oliver, Dylan Peukert, 
Robert Perry, Zachary Matthews, Abishek 
Sharma

Awards:
-Former Student Dr Phiala Shanahan has 
been selected as the 2016 Postgraduate 
Alumni University Medalist 
 
MONASH NODE 

Welcomes: 
-Theory PhD student Giancarlo Pozzo  
-New theory honours student Shi Qiu

SYDNEY NODE

Welcomes: 
-New Hons student Ruihao Li, who 
is working with Michael Schmidt on 
“quantum corrections in type I & type II 
seesaw mechanisms”.

MELBOURNE NODE

Farewells
-Dr James Barnard who has finished his 
posdoc position at Melbourne and will be 
working as a data scientist.

Welcomes
-SUPL administrator- Mr Alessandro 
Caronti
-EPP postdoc: Dr Federico Scutti

Students EPP:  
Masters: Roberto Munoz, Ibtihal 
Mahmood, Shanette de la Motte, Aghuistin 
Steele, Justin Tan  
PhDs: Lara Mason, Joni Pham 

Students TPP:  
Masters: Innes Bigaran, Patrick Dawson, 
Nina Rajcic, Christian Sotomayor 
PhDs: Ramtin Amintaheri, Leon Friedrich
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our research and performance data for 
2015 including publications, awards, 
collaborations and outreach activities. 

We are also gearing up for the 
last stage of the ARC application 
process for the next round of Centre 
of Excellence funding. We will be 
interviewed in mid-May along with 
20 other hopefuls, down from more 
than 120 initial submissions. We can 
expect to be judged very positively as 
CoEPP has been highly successful, 
but nothing can be taken for granted, 
and the pressure is rising. We have 
an internationally competitive national 
high-energy physics program, and we 
will do our best to argue the case for its 
continued support through the Centre 
program. 

WINNERS OF COEPP 
WORKSHOP POSTERS:

Winner: Brian Le (Melbourne)

 
 
Runners up: 

“Studies of multi-jet final states 
using the Recursive Jigsaw 
Reconstruction technique” by 
Marco Santoni (Adelaide)

“Natural inflation with hidden scale 
invariance” by Jie Ying Shelley 
Liang (Sydney)

WINNERS OF COEPP 
SCHOLARSHIP:

Ruihao Li – Sydney

Harry Poulter – Adelaide

Shi Qiu – Monash

Justin Tan – Melbourne



PROFILE WITH PROF TONY WILLIAMS

Dr Phiala Shanahan is the winner 
of this year’s AIP Bragg Gold 
Medal for the best PhD thesis in 
Physics in Australia for her thesis 
entitled “Strangeness and Charge 
Symmetry Violation in Nucleon 
Structure”, supervised by Prof Tony 
Thomas and A/Prof Ross Young at 
CoEPP, University of Adelaide.

The Bragg gold medal for the best PhD 
thesis by a student from an Australian 
University was established in 1992 
during Prof Tony Thomas’ term as 
AIP president, and as an initiative of 
the South Australian Branch. It is to 
commemorate Sir Laurence Bragg 
(whose picture is inscribed on the 

To celebrate Prof Tony Williams 
60th birthday, a workshop titled 
“New Direction in Subatomic 
Physics” was held in Adelaide in 
March. This workshop covered 
a number of areas of subatomic 
physics in which Tony Williams 
has made significant contributions 
during his career.  

- What first drew you to physics/
subatomic physics, and what is it that 
keeps you going down this path?

I started my university studies in 
Electrical Engineering, but always 
found myself wishing that I had more 
time to understand more deeply the 
underlying principles and the physics 

medal) and his father Sir William Bragg 
(who was the first Elder Professor of 
Physics in Adelaide).

“Phiala Shanahan produced a brilliant 
PhD thesis with 11 refereed journal 
articles, including several Physical 
Review Letters. Her work covered 
phenomena as diverse as the possible 
existence of an exotic dibaryon state 
and the strangeness content of the 
nucleon. The latter is of direct relevance 
to the search for dark matter. ” 
Commented Prof Tony Thomas. 

Dr Shanahan is currently working in the 
Center for Theoretical Physics at MIT.

behind them. The pressures of a 
professional engineering course did not 
allow for such a luxury however. After 
completing two Honours degrees,one 
in Mathematical Physics and one 
in Electrical Engineering. I was then 
simultaneously presented with an offer 
of employment as an engineer and a 
PhD scholarship in theoretical physics. 
I made the latter, riskier choice because 
that was where my heart was. I have 
never looked back and not once have 
I doubted that choice. I had come 
to recognise that my passion was in 
understanding how things work at 
the deepest level and that is what 
continues to drive me in my research 
today.

- Among all your contributions, what do 
you think is your career highlight so far? 

My career trajectory in physics has 
taken in a number of different areas. 
The contributions that I am most 
recognized for are those to do with 
understanding the nonperturbative 
behaviour of QCD, i.e.in developing 
a first principles quantum field theory 
understanding of the strong interactions 
and the structure of protons, neutrons 
and nuclei. This included studies of 
quark and gluon confinement and of 
dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, 
i.e. why the proton and neutrons have 

PHIALA SHANAHAN WINS THE 2016 BRAGG GOLD MEDAL 
FOR BEST PHD THESIS 

much more mass than the quarks that 
they are made of. My current primary 
interests are those driving CoEPP, i.e., 
the concurrent searches for dark matter 
and other physics beyond the Standard 
Model including supersymmetry and 
composite Higgs models.

- The name of the workshop is called 
“New directions in Subatomic Physics”, 
can you give a summary of some of the 
new directions in the area?

Areas covered by this workshop 
included for example: new 
developments in functional approaches 
(Dyson-Schwinger equations) to 
nonperturbative QCD; improvements to 
our understanding of parton distribution 
functions leading to enhanced LHC 
predictions; learning more about the 
spectroscopy of excited baryons using 
lattice QCD; a QCD-based paradigm 
for a better understanding of nuclear 
structure and nuclear properties; finite 
density studies using lattice QCD; 
advances in tools for combined tests of 
models of new physics (GAMBIT); new 
Flexible Tools for improving studies of 
supersymmetry and other new physics 
models; the physical implications of 
extended supersymmetry models; an 
update on current LHC experimental 
searches; and studies of QCD using 
light-cone techniques.
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CoEPP Annual Workshop, now in its 5th year, was held in Torquay, Victoria from 17-19 February. This is the biggest annual 
workshop so far with over 150 registrants including staff, academics and students across the nodes, as well as partner 
investigators and collaborators from overseas. A series of lectures designed for postgraduate students were run from 15-16 
February in the form of a summer school at the same location.The talks and presentation programs cover a range of topics 
and discussions including dark matter detection, ATLAS experiment, Belle II experiment, and many more. The Workshop has 
also received a large number of 3 minute thesis talks and poster presentations among students.The group activity, where 
participants get allocated randomly into groups and complete a series of teamwork tasks, is a unique component for this 
year’s workshop, and has provided an opportunity for participants all levels to interact with each other.

COEPP ANNUAL WORKSHOP 2016- TORQUAY, VICTORIA


